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Outline of the talk

• Explore connections between machine 
learning and program analysis

• Specifically:

– Part I: Probabilistic programs, PL notation for  
(Bayesian) machine learning models

– Part II: Inference = static + dynamic program 
analysis on probabilistic programs

– Part III: Directions for future work



Part I: Probabilistic Programs



Probabilistic Programs

“Usual” programs in “usual” languages, such as C, Java, 
C#, LISP or Scheme with two added features:
1. The ability to sample from a distribution
2. The ability to condition values of variables through 

observations

Goal of a probabilistic program: succinctly specify a 
probability distribution

Goal of inference: infer the distribution specified by a 
probabilistic program



Simple probabilistic program

bool c1, c2;
c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);
return(c1,c2);

false false 1/4

false true 1/4

true false 1/4

true true 1/4



Probabilistic program with 
conditioning

bool c1, c2;
c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);
observe(c1 || c2);
return(c1,c2);

false false 0

false true 1/3

true false 1/3

true true 1/3
bool c1, c2;
c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);
while (!(c1 || c2)) {

c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);

}
return(c1,c2);



Another probabilistic program 
with a while loop…

bool b, c;
b = false;
c = Bernoulli(0.5);
while (c){

b = !b;
c = Bernoulli(0.5);

}
return(b);

false 2/3

true 1/3



Example Bayesian Network 
(Koller & Friedman’s PGM book)

Difficulty Intelligence

Grade
SAT

Letter



BNs as PPs

Difficulty Intelligence

Grade
SAT

Letter

d = Discrete({0.6, 0.4});

i = Discrete({0.7, 0.3});

//grade
if(i==0 && d==0)
g = Discrete({0.3, 0.4, 0.3});

else if(i==0 && d==1)
g = Discrete({0.05, 0.25, 0.7});

else if(i==1 && d==0)
g = Discrete({0.9, 0.08, 0.02});

else g = Discrete({0.5, 0.3, 0.2});

//SAT

if (i==0) s = Discrete({0.95, 0.05})
else s = Discrete({0.2, 0.8})
//Letter
if(g==1) l = Discrete({0.1, 0.9})
else if (g==2) l = Discrete({0.4, 0.6})
else if (g==3) l = Discrete2({0.99, 0.01})

return(d,i,g,s,l);



Markov Chains as PPs
int nextState( int curState) {
bool coin = Bernoulii(0.5);

switch (curState){

case(0): 

if (coin) return 1 else return 2;
case(1): 

if (coin) return 3 else return 4;
case(2): 

if (coin) return 5 else return 6;
case(3): 

if (coin) return 1 else return 11;
case(4): 

if (coin) return 12 else return 13;
case(5): 

if (coin) return 14 else return 15;

case(6): 

if (coin) return 16 else return 2;

}

}

main() { 

int x = 0;
while (x < 11) {  x = nextState(x); }

return (x);

}

11 1612 13 14 15



Halo multiplayer



TrueSkill

float skillA, skillB, skillC;
float perfA1, perfB1, perfB2,

perfC2, perfA3, perfC3;
skillA = Gaussian(100, 10);
skillB = Gaussian(100, 10);
skillC = Gaussian(100, 10);

// first game: A vs B, A won
perfA1 = Gaussian(skillA, 15);
perfB1 = Gaussian(skillB, 15);
observe(perfA1 > perfB1);

// second game: B vs C, B won
perfB2 = Gaussian(skillA, 15);
perfC2 = Gaussian(skillB, 15);
observe(perfB2 > perfC2);

// third game: A vs C, A won
perfA3 = Gaussian(skillA, 15);
perfC3 = Gaussian(skillB, 15);
observe(perfA3 > perfC3);

return(skillA, skillB, skillC);



Lotka-Volterra Population Model



Kidney Disease Estimation



And more…

• Hidden Markov Models (eg. for speech 
recognition)

• Kalman Filters (eg. In computer vision)

• Markov Random Fields (eg. In image processing)

• And more applications:

– Ecology & Biology (Carbon modeling, Evolutionary 
Genetics,…)

– Security (quantitative information flow, inference 
attacks)



Part II: Inference



Inference 
• Infer the distribution specified 

by a probabilistic program. 
– Generate samples to test a 

machine learning algorithm
– Calculate the expected value 

of a function wrt the 
distribution specified by the 
program

– Calculate the mode of the 
distribution specified by the 
program

• Remainder of this talk..
– Formal semantics of 

probabilistic programs
– Inference is program analysis

Alchemy

Church

Infer.NET

BLOG

FACTORIE

BUGS

HBC Hansei

PRISM

Figaro

Stan



Prob : A simple imperative language 
for prob.  programs



Semantics



Transition rules  (1) 



Transition rules  (2) 



Semantics = Expectation



Inference = Program Analysis

• Program Slicing (as a pre-processing step)

• Using “Pre” transformer to avoid rejections 
during sampling

• Data flow analysis and ADDs



Slicing

Can we “slice” a probabilistic program so that 
for a program P, we can produce a “smaller” 
program Slice(P), such that:

P = Slice(P)



Example 1 

1:  bool d, i, s, l, g;
2:  d = Bernoulli(0.6);
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
4:  if (!i && !d)
5:    g = Bernoulli(0.3);
6:  else if (!i && d)
7:    g = Bernoulli(0.05);
8:  else if (i && !d)
9:    g = Bernoulli(0.9);
10: else 
11:   g = Bernoulli(0.5);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
16: if (!g)
17:   l = Bernoulli(0.1);
18: else
19:   l = Bernoulli(0.4);
20: return s;  

1:  bool i, s;
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
20: return s;  

slicing



1:  bool d, i, s, l, g;
2:  d = Bernoulli(0.6);
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
4:  if (!i && !d)
5:    g = Bernoulli(0.3);
6:  else if (!i && d)
7:    g = Bernoulli(0.05);
8:  else if (i && !d)
9:    g = Bernoulli(0.9);
10: else 
11:   g = Bernoulli(0.5);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
16: if (!g)
17:   l = Bernoulli(0.1);
18: else
19:   l = Bernoulli(0.4);
20: observe(l = true);
21: return s;  

1:  bool i, s;
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
20: return s;  

slicing

Example 2



1:  bool d, i, s, l, g;
2:  d = Bernoulli(0.6);
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
4:  if (!i && !d)
5:    g = Bernoulli(0.3);
6:  else if (!i && d)
7:    g = Bernoulli(0.05);
8:  else if (i && !d)
9:    g = Bernoulli(0.9);
10: else 
11:   g = Bernoulli(0.5);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
16: if (!g)
17:   l = Bernoulli(0.1);
18: else
19:   l = Bernoulli(0.4);
20: observe(l = true);
21: return s;  

1:  bool i, s;
3:  i = Bernoulli(0.7);
12: if (!i) 
13:   s = Bernoulli(0.2);
14: else
15:   s = Bernoulli(0.95);
20: return s;  

Example 2



Observe dependence



A new notion of influence

Chung-Kil Hur, Aditya V. Nori, Sriram K. Rajamani, and Selva Samuel.
Slicing Probabilistic Programs, In PLDI '14: Programming Language Design and 
Implementation, June 2014

http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=208584
http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=208584


Background: Sampling

Figure from  D J Mackay,  Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods



Background: Importance sampling

Figure from  D J Mackay,  Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods



Recipe: path splitting

I. Decompose program into “simple” straight-
line programs

II. Efficiently sample from these straight-line 
programs by executing them and calculate 
expectation for each path separately

III. Combine results in order to compute 
expectations



Split program into straight line paths
int alarm() {

char earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001);

char burglary = Bernoulli(0.01);

char alarm = earthquake || burglary;

char phoneWorking = 

(earthquake)? Bernoulli(0.6) : Bernoulli(0.99);

char maryWakes;

if (alarm && earthquake)

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);

else if (alarm)

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.6);

else maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.2);

char called = maryWakes && phoneWorking;

observe(called);

return burglary;

int alarm() {
char earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001);
char burglary = Bernoulli(0.01);
char alarm = earthquake || burglary;
observe(earthquake);
char phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.6);
observe(alarm && earthquake);
char maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);
char called = maryWakes && phoneWorking;
observe(called);
return burglary;

}



Avoiding rejections by propagating 
observe conditions backwards

Statement Pre

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001)

burglary = Bernoulli(0.001)

alarm =earthquake || burglary

observe(earthquake)

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(alarm && earthquake);

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);

called = maryWakes&& phoneWorking

observe(called);

return burglary;



Statement Pre

earthquake = 
Bernoulli(0.001)

burglary = 
Bernoulli(0.001)

alarm =earthquake 
|| burglary

observe(earthquake)

phoneWorking = 
Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(alarm && 
earthquake);

maryWakes = 
Bernoulli(0.8);

called = 
maryWakes&& 
phoneWorking

observe(called);

return burglary;

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001); 
observe(earthquake);

burglary = Bernoulli(0.001);
observe(earthquake);

alarm =earthquake || burglary

observe(earthquake)

observe(alarm && earthquake);

called = maryWakes&&phoneWorking

observe(called);

return burglary;



Pre transformation

• Let P be any straight line 
program

• Let Pre(P) denote the program 
obtained by propagating 
observe statements to 
condition sample statements

Theorem:   P = Pre(P)

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001); 
observe(earthquake);

burglary = Bernoulli(0.001);
observe(earthquake);

alarm =earthquake || burglary

observe(earthquake)

observe(alarm && earthquake);

called = maryWakes&& phoneWorking

observe(called);

return burglary;



Arun T. Chaganty, Aditya V. Nori, and Sriram K. Rajamani. 
Efficiently Sampling Probabilistic Programs via Program Analysis,
in Artificial Intelligence and Statistics (AISTATS), April 2013

http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/default.aspx?id=183833


Next steps..

• Better convergence: Use MCMC sampling

• Avoid several compilation steps: Process the 
whole program in one go (instead of splitting 
it path-by-path)



Background: MH sampling

Figure from  D J Mackay,  Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods



Pre on the whole 
program

int alarm() {

bool earthquake, burglary, alarm, phoneWorking,

maryWakes,called;

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001);

burglary = Bernoulli(0.01);

alarm = earthquake || burglary;

if (earthquake) {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.6);

}

else {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.99);

}

if (alarm && earthquake){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);

}

else if (alarm){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.6);

}

else {

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.2);

}

called = maryWakes && phoneWorking;

observe (called);

return burglary;

}

int alarm() {

bool earthquake, burglary, alarm, phoneWorking,

maryWakes,called;

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001);

burglary = Bernoulli(0.01);

alarm = earthquake || burglary;

if (earthquake) {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(phoneWorking);

}

else {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.99);

observe(phoneWorking);

}

if (alarm && earthquake){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

else if (alarm){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

else {

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.2);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

called = maryWakes && phoneWorking;

return burglary;

}



Pre transformation

• Let P be any program
• Let Pre(P) denote the program 

obtained by propagating 
observe statements to 
condition sample statements

Theorem:   P = Pre(P)

int alarm() {

bool earthquake, burglary, alarm, phoneWorking,

maryWakes,called;

earthquake = Bernoulli(0.001);

burglary = Bernoulli(0.01);

alarm = earthquake || burglary;

if (earthquake) {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(phoneWorking);

}

else {

phoneWorking = Bernoulli(0.99);

observe(phoneWorking);

}

if (alarm && earthquake){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.8);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

else if (alarm){

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.6);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

else {

maryWakes = Bernoulli(0.2);

observe(maryWakes && phoneWorking);

}

called = maryWakes && phoneWorking;

return burglary;

}



Background: MH sampling

Figure from  D J Mackay,  Introduction to Monte Carlo Methods



MH  without rejections

Aditya V. Nori, Chung-Kil Hur, Sriram K. Rajamani, and Selva Samuel. 
R2:  An Efficient MCMC Sampler for Probabilistic Programs,
In AAAI '14: AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence, July 2014

http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/?id=211941
http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/?id=211941


Bayesian inference using data flow analysis: 
Boolean Probabilistic Programs

Normalize

bool c1, c2;
c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);
observe(c1 || c2);
return (c1, c2);

c1

t 1/2

f 1/2

c1 c2

t t 1/4

t f 1/4

f t 1/4

f f 1/4

c1 c2

t t 1/4

t f 1/4

f t 1/4

c1 c2

t t 1/3

t f 1/3

f t 1/3



Data flow analysis with ADDs

0

0 0

0

c1 = Bernoulli(0.5)

observe(c1 || c2)

c2 = Bernoulli(0.5)

Normalize

bool c1, c2;
c1 = Bernoulli(0.5);
c2 = Bernoulli(0.5);
observe(c1 || c2);
return (c1, c2);

Guillaume Claret, Sriram K. Rajamani, Aditya V. Nori, Andrew D. Gordon, and Johannes 
Borgström. Bayesian Inference Using Data Flow Analysis. In ESEC-FSE '13: Foundations of 
Software Engineering, August 2013

http://research.microsoft.com/apps/pubs/?id=193426


Part III: Directions for future work



Directions for future work

• Relationship between probabilistic model 
checking and inference

• More expressiveness (theory has been explored)

– Adding non-determinism, procedure calls, 
concurrency, continuous time  

• PL approaches for other “forms” of machine 
learning: optimization, reinforcement learning

• Software development life cycle tools for 
machine learning



Summary

• Probabilistic programs
– Succinct ways of specifying probabilistic models
– Diverse applications (machine learning, biology, security, 

ecology, graphics, vision,…)

• Probabilistic inference is program analysis
– New application for our techniques!
– Great opportunity for building a programming 

environment for ML (with a compiler and runtime) for use 
by experts with domain knowledge (but lack ML expertise)

• Several directions for future work

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/

http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/
http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/r2/


Questions?


